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Gwynoro Jones was the MP for Carmarthen in the 1970’s. He famously defeated Gwynfor Evans of Plaid Cymru,

which has gone down in folklore history in Wales. Gwynoro is a formidable character, having run a multi million pound

business and led the way on schools inspection across the UK. He says that politics today lacks passion and says he is fed

up with politicians reading from a piece of scripted paper rather than speaking to and questioning each other more

robustly. At the grand age of 77 Gwynoro joined our small team to increase the Welsh language content on our news

websites. Here Gwynoro talks about his experience in joining the new era of journalism amidst the Coronavirus

pandemic.

The concept of a hyperlocal news site is a good one. It has been replicated across the world and we are now seeing a lot of

communities marginalised and otherwise beginning to take ownership of their communities by gathering and sharing

local news. It can be only a good thing despite the mainstream media voices labelling the movement as hobbyists. It

could not be farther from the truth. Former journalists, University graduates and business people have come together in

many instances to self �nance local news for one main reason. They were being let down by the mainstream who

appeared to have gone further away from local as they could. Clickbait stories on the top ten best places for your cat to

get a hiircut replaced coverage of local council meetings, court proceedings and community activity. The truth is that

the mainstream had it good for far too long. 

One of the major issues facing most hyperlocals os that of sustainability. For this they need revenue, predominantly

from businesses. Although some progress has been made with governments and the big social media companies

allocating some funding it pails into insigni�cance when you look at how much revenue the main newspapers received

from the Covid-19 adverts. In the main the hyperlocal movement received nothing despite having a reach of many

millions of people. 
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I �rst met Alan Evans (editor of  and ) in 2018. He was at the time involved in

compiling a video on Jim Gri�ths, the former MP for Llanelli and Charter Secretary of State for Wales. He came to my

home, full of exuberance and ideas. His journalistic, camera work and broadcasting skills stood out immediately. The

video was to make the case that we in Wales need to honour the memory of  and we have made inroads to

achieving that.

Llanelli Online Wales News Online

Jim Gri�ths

There were always two and sometimes three media students helping him and ‘learning the trade’ as it were. One such

student, Iwan Lewis  has gone on to become a photographer with the RAF and  can now be seen on the website

of the RAF.

his work

Old and New Collide

It would be very sad to see the hyperlocal movement wither and die for lack of support. The media needs pluralism.

Communities need local reporters. Governments need to be held to account. Achievements need to be celebrated.

Llanelli Online was at the forefront of the hyperlocal news movement and has survived despite all the odds. 

The future is still uncertain for hyperlocals with many holding on by a �imsy thread. One thing is certain. The

hyperlocals have shown that they can compete on the   news front and often lead with news which is hijacked by

mainstream media. Things must change if they are to survive. Suggestions include arms length funding from

governments. Being allocated revenue for public notices and getting a share of large advertising budgets aimed solely at

the mainstream at present. There are funders and di�erent models, which have been tried including subscriptions and

paywalls. 

https://www%2Cllanellionline.news/
https://www.walesnewsonline.com/
https://app.designrr.io/https://www.facebook.com/cofiojim/videos/715167575490858/
https://www.facebook.com/cofiojim/videos/715167575490858/
https://www.raf.mod.uk/news/articles/battle-of-britain-memorial-flight-celebrate-captain-tom-moores-100th-birthday/
https://app.designrr.io/
https://www.raf.mod.uk/news/articles/battle-of-britain-memorial-flight-celebrate-captain-tom-moores-100th-birthday/
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Operating a News Company out of a Conservatory
I met Alan again in the summer of 2019 when he rang and invited me to

come to his home to see his set up and how he was operating. By then he had

also started Wales News Online. 

He ran the business from a small conservatory adjacent to the kitchen and I

was immediately impressed with his set up and know how. There were always

two and sometimes three media students like Iwan (Pictured) helping him and ‘learning the trade’ as it were. 

 The equipment was whatever Alan could gather. It has been a struggle for Alan to survive to say the least. There really

is not a level playing �eld. It is di�cult to sustain the business model without the support of advertisers, donations and

funding. Although Llanelli Online has received some grant funding it has not been signi�cant enough for Alan to even

take a wage for most of the time the news sites have been in operation. If people want local news not homogenised click

bait then they have to support out�ts like Llanelli Online. 
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Students Lucy Fiola and Scott Morgan (pictured) spent a number of months on a placement with Llanelli Online.

Both went on to achieve distinctions in their studies at University. Lucy particularly enjoyed being able to explore radio

for the �rst time. Scott said that the experience had boosted his con�dence, especially when he was given the task of

interviewing the Police and Crime Commissioner for Dyfed Powys.

Alexis and Joanne were another two students who spent time on a placement with Llanelli Online. Alexis spent a day at

a primary school where she helped Llanelli Online give the children the experience of working in a news room. Children

were taught how to gather news and produce videos for presentation to the whole school later in the day. 
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People like Alan (pictured) pioneered the hyperlocal movement. He placed his money, time and faith in his community

and put everything into new and unknown territory providing a FREE news service focusing on local people and local

issues. It is testimony to the community he serves that Llanelli Online and Wales News Online has survived despite

often being overlooked in many circumstances deliberately or otherwise, by local authorities and government. Those

who choose to pay to publish their notices in newspapers must ask why the same newspapers have withdrawn from the

Press Gazette ABC monitoring of sales and readership �gures. The de�nition of a newspaper has to change to include

online hyperlocals like Llanelli Online, but we assert that change will only come when it suits the large print groups

who according to  are hanging on by an exclamation mark. latest reports

Joanne was given the responsibility of being a reporter for the Swansea area and provided a number of stories for use

online.

Lewis, a Welsh speaking student helped Llanelli Online develop Welsh content for the website and he took a particular

interest in radio. He went on to get employment with Tinopolis, a TV company. 

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2020/mar/27/uk-national-newspaper-sales-plummet-under-covid-19-lockdown?fbclid=IwAR045hXu31BGLVt8Q1qHTrsbivqGZ1J7Smn7R6cf30ZCxV-v79MtbuE2iDA
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As we talked during the summer months I became more and more interested with his ideas and was taken by his clarity

of thought, determination, work rate and professionalism. The statistics for his websites were also going through the

roof with Llanelli Online registering over 3 million visitors to the site in just over two years in existence and almost one

million visitors to Wales News Online within a year of launching. I must confess that I wasn’t interested in

‘community’ news and the term ’hyperlocal’ was new to me – I was familiar with ‘hypervalue’! By now I fully realise the

importance of hyperlocal news.

Having run my own business for 20 years I know full well the commitment required making a success of something. By

the autumn of 2019 I started volunteering and Alan endeavored to teach me IT skills so that I could help with the

journalism and broadcasting side of the business. Although for decades I was fully engaged with many aspects of

publicity and public relations I must admit that Alan found me wanting and slow to pick up on new key skills. At my

age the lessons were hard to retain. His patience and ability to train people is key to maintaining and strengthening his

team.

Teaching an Old Dog New tricks

I am now responsible for gathering news, processing PR's, gathering stock images, producing podcasts, interviewing

people, and representing the business at events. Far from retiring this opportunity Alan has given me has provided me

with a real interest and passion in local news. For most people of my age we are all too often ignored. Alan sees the worth

in everyone, no matter what age, gender, religion, creed, ability or background.
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Alan's vision has enabled us to launch Talk Radio Wales, which acts as another source of news for the online

community. Having worked for a talking newspaper Alan wanted to take those elements to the community. All the sites

are disability friendly. To date there has been no �nancial support for the radio set up so it was put together as best we

could and it works. We have already interviewed AM's and MP's for broadcast.

I have become far more involved and my contribution has broadened from being of assistance with business

development to covering the Welsh language side of the two online sites and producing podcasts for use on the new

edition to the business, Talk Radio Wales. Although I am still ‘learning the trade’ I do think that we are making good

progress with far more Welsh language content appearing on the sites than ever.

The Writing is on the Wall

https://www.pressgazette.co.uk/press-gazette-survey-reveals-devastating-impact-three-months-of-lockdown-would-have-on-news-media-industry/?fbclid=IwAR1GtWjW9BcNCffWa-1FSlOPXjbv21PJzuVqHZ2R8uWjEXQ_UeWoHA6URG0
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Increasingly over the last �ve years, if not longer hard copies of weekly local papers have been in serious decline. Indeed

many have ceased publishing. The  has added to that decline with  and

reporters losing their jobs leaving smaller teams to deal with the business of processing the news (just like Llanelli

Online). Daily national and regional papers have seen their print sales signi�cantly decrease and as a result they have

been switching to online publishing and very recently even adopting a ‘hyperlocal’ approach.

Coronavirus pandemic newsagents closing down

Newspapers in West Wales are not making the signi�cant impact or sales they once enjoyed. Increasingly as they turn to

a hyperlocal approach the result is that it places greater �nancial pressure and presents a competitive challenge to the

original ‘hyperlocal community’ of independent news outlets.

One of the main issues with providing free news is that it can devalue the service. The larger media outlets tried paywall

systems, which did not appear to work. Subscription models were more popular in general. Crowdfunding has worked

for some hyperlocals. It is very di�cult to get advertisers to part with their cash for a free online news service. Facebook

has become the dominant area for so many aspects of our lives. It brings with it all sorts of problems and has become a

giant out of control in terms of moderation, fake news and conspiracy theories. Attempts are being made to regulate

from within and from external sources. 

The beauty of a hyperlocal is its small but very accountable model, which has traditional standards of news reporting

and regulation to keep it in check. There is something to be said for being able to call the person who wrote that

disagreeable piece on your unfortunate run in with the law. 

https://www.pressgazette.co.uk/press-gazette-survey-reveals-devastating-impact-three-months-of-lockdown-would-have-on-news-media-industry/?fbclid=IwAR1GtWjW9BcNCffWa-1FSlOPXjbv21PJzuVqHZ2R8uWjEXQ_UeWoHA6URG0
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2020/mar/27/uk-national-newspaper-sales-plummet-under-covid-19-lockdown?fbclid=IwAR045hXu31BGLVt8Q1qHTrsbivqGZ1J7Smn7R6cf30ZCxV-v79MtbuE2iDA
https://www.theguardian.com/media/2020/mar/27/uk-national-newspaper-sales-plummet-under-covid-19-lockdown?fbclid=IwAR045hXu31BGLVt8Q1qHTrsbivqGZ1J7Smn7R6cf30ZCxV-v79MtbuE2iDA
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Hyperlocals contribute greatly to community news and participation, they add to the essential task of holding

authority to account, encouraging wider involvement and campaigning, giving communities a voice, covering local

stories and events, re�ecting cultural identity and promoting civic life and pride. They are often the only news outlets

on location when a local story breaks. They research and move with a story or an event. I came across that most vividly

covering the General Election 2019 from the Selwyn Samuel Centre. Llanelli Online and Wales News Online provided

in-depth reporting and the live interviews on the night were of a high order. There were candidates interviewed that

otherwise would never had received any coverage.

We have seen what can happen when an international crisis such as the Coronavirus pandemic hits. The world went

digital and it is news outlets like Llanelli Online who are providing essential information for the communities who have

come to trust the local eyes, ears and voice of hyperlocal journalism. The volume of information we are tasked to process

is far beyond anything I ever envisaged. 

The hyper-local journalism sector provides an important local source of
public interest news, especially at this difficult time when communities
need it most. Your news publication is vitally important in helping
overcome the virus."

— Ken Skates, Minister for Economy, Transport and North Wales 

These smaller, independent, entrepreneurial businesses play an important part in ensuring a thriving news sector in

Wales and the UK. It is vital that they are no longer put at a disadvantage. The local newspaper is more often than not

the preference of many when it comes to advertising, even though the sales �gures now show their audience can be less

than a single post on an online news outlet such as ours, which can get up to 50,000 views on a story shared on social

media. When I asked Alan why he does what he does when there is so little �nancial incentive he replied: "Can you

imagine how much darker the world would be and how easy it would be to move around in the shadows."

Fulfilling An Important Community Role
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To give you an example of how relevant a small out�t like Llanelli Online has become one only has to look at the

timeline from its beginnings. Established late 2017 in a small room of a home in the Gwendraeth Valley, reaching a

handful of people using Heath Robinson equipment and the good will of students and volunteers. By April 2020 Alan

was asking questions of the First Minister LIVE at his Ministerial brie�ngs and �elding questions from the New York

Times in the midst of the Coronavirus pandemic.   We have featured in the NUJ's Journalist, The Press Gazette and

Hold the Front Page. We continue to push the boundaries for a small local independent free news service but we need

your support. We are continuing to provide placements for students and we have identi�ed the need to take the news to

the community by way of a mobile studio where they can contribute. This is a small part of what the future holds for

local news.

Gwynoro working on the news

The Numbers Do Not Lie
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Alan is also on the advisory board of the ICNN whose UK member’s news publications now reach over 15 million

people per week. The organisation described Llanelli Online as a  'Hyperlocal Beacon'.

As the pandemic rolls into a second year it will be more important

than ever for journalists and newsrooms to be able to process and

share factual, informative news with their communities.  Alan has

continued to invest in the business and has equipped the newsroom

with video and audio equipment which will allow him present the

news in a way most people have come to expect their news, online

with multimedia content.

Both the National Union of Journalists and Press Gazette have run lengthy articles on Alan's work. He gave evidence to

the Welsh Assembly Welsh Language and Communications Committee and he has taken part in a number of debates

on the state of the media in Wales. 

Weathering the Pandemics

There is no doubt that Alan's business is helping young people in the area who would like to enter the media industry.

He constantly gets asked to help students and he always responds with kindness. In 2022 Alan has o�ered further

placements to two university students who are studying journalism. He will no doubt give them as much help and

advice as he has the other students who have been fortunate enough to have been taught by Alan. 

https://www.communityjournalism.co.uk/llanelli-loses-a-star-buts-gains-a-hyperlocal-beacon/
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Alan's son is now studying a degree in media and has already taken on the role of managing one of the websites such is

his enthusiasm having spent time working with other students Alan has nurtured. Where else would students be able to

join a busy newsroom and be asked to set up a Zoom meeting with the First Minister of Wales? 

Other journalists have commented on the success of Alan's venture and he is well respected within the media industry

in Wales. At the heart of what Alan is trying to achieve is enabling others to replicate the model and learn. "Get them in

and just let them go with the right amount of encouragement and they will �ourish" says Alan.

Many of his students are actively sought within the industry. Alan prides himself on being able to share his experiences

and knowledge freely with his students in order to o�er them a head start within an industry which is constantly

changing and adapting to demands for news content. 
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There’s a huge conlict of interest between newspapers getting paid handsomely by councils for
publishing notices, and at the same time reluctant to scrutinise their behaviour. The erosion of local
media and the growth of council press oices means the media no longer has the access it used to have,
and that results in a lack of transparency. We need to reinvest in investigative journalism at the local
level. I need all the help I can get. At the moment I’m managing with the help of a handful of advertisers.
It’s clear that the future is hyperlocal. It’s where the demand is. The question is, whether the support can
be found to  meet that demand. 

Alan Evans - Editor Llanelli Online

Coming out of retirement, training and working with Llanelli Online certainly has been a baptism of �re. It has given

me hope for the future of the media in Wales. It has shown me that young people can and will invest their time and

energy into worthwhile enterprises like this but it has also highlighted the inequality in the way small businesses and

entrepreneurs like Alan Evans have been treated by the mainstream players who maintain a solid grip on the monopoly

of the media in Wales. As we enter 2022 Alan is more determined than ever to expand and bring in young people. If

there is any justice in the World Alan will get the help and support he deserves and that in turn will increase the skills

level of young journalists in Wales and that cannot be a bad thing. Perhaps Alan sums it up better with the following:

Hope for the Future
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Gwynoro Jones was the MP for Carmarthen in the 1970’s. He famously defeated Gwynfor Evans of Plaid Cymru,

which has gone down in folklore history in Wales. Gwynoro is a formidable character, having run a multi million pound

business and led the way on schools inspection across the UK. He says that politics today lacks passion and says he is fed

up with politicians reading from a piece of scripted paper rather than speaking to and questioning each other more

robustly. At the grand age of 77 Gwynoro joined our small team to increase the Welsh language content on our news

websites. Here Gwynoro talks about his experience in joining the new era of journalism amidst the Coronavirus

pandemic.

During the Covid-19 Pandemic Alan was one of only a couple of hyperlocal news sites interviewing the First Minister of

Wales, Mark Drakeford. Questions related directly to the community Alan was trying to serve. He was one of the �rst

Welsh journalists to highlight the lack of PPE in the health profession and he was not shy in asking the First Minister

some far reaching questions. All of this can be found on www.walesnewsonline.com 

Who is Gwynoro Jones?
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My journey into the realms of journalism began when I was at secondary school. The English teacher asked if any of us

were interested in writing for the school magazine. I volunteered as I loved English and I had come up with a story

around hoggs. It was a comedy based in the underground sewers where these sewer living creatures were hunted. 

Gwynoro Jones was a Member of Parliament for Carmarthen in the 1970’s and for twenty years until 2012 headed a

school inspection and training company that inspected up to 10,000 education establishments across Wales and

England over that period. He also specialised in advising and assessing on a range of quality standards such as ISO,

Investors in People, Business Excellence and Lexcel. He has authored numerous newspaper articles and has been in

demand in the Welsh media as a commentator. He has also authored a book on his life in politics and is in the process of

writing his autobiography.

Gwynoro is an accomplished author of books on the history and politics of Wales. He is still politically active and his

blog attracts thousands of visitors. He is called upon often by news organisations to provide analysis and opinion on

unfolding political events. A proud Welsh speaker he has added great value to the business by way of cultural

experiences and his unquestionable business knowledge.

The Solitary Confinement
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I remember the thrill of people coming up to me and saying that they really enjoyed the story and that it had made

them laugh. Sadly I did not heed the words of my English teacher who told me that she thought that I had a future in

writing. Instead I joined the world of work and began by taking up manual labour jobs. If nothing else, it built me up

into a reasonable specimen of a young man. 

Poetry was my next endeavour at writing. I was an angry young man wanting to see the world change. A liberal at heart

with an ideal that somehow a world without borders would be good for humanity. My desire for social change led me

into working with children in care. Here I had to write reports but nothing more. My poetry re�ected what I was

experiencing. 

The next time I was to write creatively was to produce a series of children's books called The Phonic Farm and an

ecological story about the Last Whale. They were printed and became quite popular. Having attended University

somewhat late in life in my 40's my writing skills were put to the test producing my essays and dissertation for my

Masters Degree. I had also been self teaching design and had gained a degree in photography. So the bare bones for work

in media and publishing were there. 

We moved home to a new village and when a new newspaper began in the main town, Llanelli I asked for work. I was

told that I could submit work as a freelance reporter and told to begin at the local court. There was no training o�ered. I

was just told to write down everything that was said. To my surprise my court reports were soon making the front page

week after week. I was sent to interview various local celebrities and attend events on behalf of the newspaper. My

reports and interviews along with photographs began to �ll at least 8 pages of the newspaper and spilled over into other

editions. It ended badly with the employer refusing to pay me many thousands of pounds in unpaid wages. I quit the

paper, took them to court, won but I am still waiting for my money. It will never arrive.

Having returned to Wales from London I became involved with a village magazine the St Clears Times. I began by

writing feature articles on people and local history or tourist attractions. I soon began interviewing local characters and

these proved popular. When the editor left I took over and redesigned the magazine from scratch. The content changed

dramatically and included many of my professional photographs. I also began submitting images to the local newspaper

the Carmarthen Journal, many of which, appeared on the front pages. 
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Within a year my expectations had been exceeded and thousands of people were visiting my news site daily. The

movement began to grow and gain support so much so that at one point I gave evidence to the language Committee at

the Welsh Assembly (now the Senedd). My evidence set out the need for support for hyperlocals, which were swimming

against the tide with little or no income unable to compete with the main news outlets who by now had cottoned on to

the local aspect and began replicating the model. What support we gained was short lived. Financially it was to become

a drain on my own savings.

The Need For Print

With family, friends and people from within the industry I was able to get the �rst edition out and I used whatever

marketing tricks I could to get it noticed. The magazine was free so there was no problem getting people to take it o�

me as I stood in the centre of town crying out what the content within was all about. Social media played its part as I

photographed and posted the images of the magazine at various locations or in the hands of local people. Su�ce to say

that by issue two people were actually waiting for me to arrive with the magazine. Alas, the desire to print and o�er it

free based on the revenue generated by advertising was the kiss of death and after 6 issues and bad luck with sta�, it

came to an end.

Not content with the hyperlocal news site I set about creating a brand new features led county magazine called The

Carmarthenshire Times. Similar to the �rst magazine I edited, this focussed on local people, local art, history, culture

and traditions. It was a massive e�ort to write, design and print 10,000 copies and distribute them to a yet undiscovered

audience. 

Armed only with a laptop and a blank page I began crafting my own online news site. There didn't seem much hope

and I was not really con�dent that anyone would want to read my news content. I had to build a brand (Llanelli

Online), a website, social media accounts and try to gain an audience. I had a following in the newspaper but this was

di�erent. I told myself that if I could get just a handful of readers I would have succeeded and my main aim was to

provide the news for free and thereby undermine my previous employer. What I did not realise at the time was that this

seedling idea was to become the norm for the newspaper industry in general. At the time I called myself a 'citizen

Journalist'. 

The Citizen Journalist and the Birth of a Hyperlocal
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The Hyperlocal Model for Regional News
The Hyperlocal Model for Regional News Not one to give up easily I focussed back on the hyperlocal and mind

mapped my plan to try and help others build their own hyperlocal in other parts of Wales. Unbeknown to me there were

already people doing that and eventually many of us met and joined what was to become the Independent Community

News Network (ICNN). 

The BBC Local Democracy Reporter Service

Although this is still predominantly a reasonable mission, my own belief is that the reporters would have been much

better used as �oating reporters for the struggling hyperlocals working on leads of a local nature. The council meetings

were already being webcast and available to report on. Court reporting on the other hand was in decline. Some

hyperlocals actually won the bid for contracts to provide an LDRS reporter bringing in much needed revenue.

The Covid-19 Hurricane

After some pressure from the Welsh Government whereby the main thrust of the argument was that the BBC and the

main news outlets in Wales were just not providing local enough news, the BBC LDRS was formed. The aim was to

provide reporters for news outlets in order that they attend council meetings thereby democratising local news. 

The organisation's aim was to help hyperlocals and provide training and funding opportunities. Many of the training

course were led by some great journalists in the �eld including one I was particularly impressed by, Yousef Omar. He

was a bolt of lightning, a trail blazer empowering people in other parts of the world to gather their own news using in

the main, a mobile phone. We launched Wales News Online as a regional news site but it was compartmentalised to

incorporate the �ve Senedd regions of Wales.
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The State of the Media in Wales

An Interview With Martin Shipton

It sounds like the intro to the War of the Worlds; no one could have predicted, etc. The world struggled to cope with

this viral invasion, much like the giant metal machines in the story causing havoc and death, leaving communities in

fear for what might come next. The naysayers and social media keyboard warriors and conspiracy theorists of which

there were many to come out of woodwork across the globe contributed to the melee of information and disinformation

or as one of the most proli�c Tweeters of our age (Donald Trump) put it 'fake News'. This really was a time like no other

whereby local news was needed badly. Huge sums of cash were made available for advertising but hardly any of that

�ltered down to the hyperlocals who were impacted by the shutting down of businesses and loss of advertising revenue

more than most. The response? To do more for less of course. A public service, a sense of duty, a calling and in some case,

what else can one do other than sit back and do nothing. 

As the storm cleared brie�y we were left with a sense of injustice yet again. We were now representative of a joined up

group of journalists reaching millions of people and yet our worth in the eyes of those handing out those fat cheques for

NHS or National and local government either did not see us or chose not to see us. I was and still am curious as to why

we were and continue to be treated in this way. In order to get some form of insight I turned to the age old journalistic

technique of asking a man who might know.

Martin Shipton is a household name in Wales or at least in households where the residents show the slightest interest in

Welsh political life. Martin has been writing for the Western Mail for the best part of three decades and is now the

newspaper's Political Editor At Large. I caught up with Martin via a Zoom meeting and the following is a transcript of

that interview:

https://www.spreaker.com/user/alanevans/martin-shipton-on-the-state-of-the-media?utm_campaign=episode-title&utm_medium=app&utm_source=widget
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